Using the Fenchel conjugate F c of Ph u's Volume function F of a given essentially bounded measurable function f de ned on the bounded box D R n , the integral method of Chew / Zheng for global optimization is modi ed to a superlinearly convergent method with respect to the level sequence. Numerical results are given for low dimensional functions with a strict global essential supremum.
under MATLAB already shows that improvements of ZM are obtained by using the above mentioned acceleration. In our paper branching strategies (see e.g. 3] , 4]) are not considered to avoid mixing of in uences of several strategies. Branching strategies are necessary in the cases when more than one global maximizer exists, when there are some far away local maximizers which have a function value close to the essential supremum or when the dimension of the problem is not low.
In Section 2 we give a short review of the main ideas of ZM and its implementation. Referring essential results of 10] Section 3 is devoted to another description of ZM as a Newton-method replacing the mean value of Zheng by a Newton-step for a convex volume function F. In Section 4 we consider the Fenchel conjugate F c of the volume function F. We have found that the smallest zero of F c again characterizes the essential supremum of f. Using the Newton algorithm for nding this rst zero and reformulating the algorithm with respect to the function F we obtain in Section 5 a primal-dual-method (further cited as PDM) for the determination of the essential supremum of an almost all bounded measurable function f. Under mild conditions, the associated level sequence is superlinearly convergent to ess sup f. Straightforward implementations and tests in Section 6 show that ZM and PDM run very stable and nd the global maximum with similar probability and accuracy. However, PDM needs in the average much less function evaluations. 
However, the above notation as a Newton type method gives new insights in the real behavior of this algorithm and yields some approvement. The proof of the second statement is similar.
We show in the following that relatively weak properties of f imply continuous di erentiability of the conjugate F c .
Lemma 8 The order p and q of the zeros implies the convergence rates n = (n + p) and n (p ? 1) = (n (p ? 1) + p) for Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3, respectively. Hence Algorithm 2 is faster for p 2 (1; 2) and Algorithm 3 for p 2 (2; 1). If we have < 0 then superlinear convergence can be achieved by case 2. This situation can be arranged in the most practical problems. By using some geometrical considerations, the Algorithm 3 can be modi ed to a primal-dual method which can be implemented on base of Algorithm 1. Its theoretical development and the discussion of the test are the contents of the two next sections.
Discussiones Mathematicae 5 Acceleration by a primal-dual method (PDM)
We start with a geometrical interpretation of formula (6) 
(dL) n ( ? ) n :
Discussiones Mathematicae Now we prove of Theorem 14 by using Lemma 15. 3. PDM runs di erent from ZM only if~ k+1 < k+1 . Then we have in each iteration the old level k and two new levels~ k+1 and k+1 .
In ZM the ratio j k ? j = j k+1 ? j is nearly constant and we have the old level k and the new level k+1 at each iteration. In order to bene t from property 2 as much as possible, and to minimize the disadvantage of property 1, we choose the following strategy. Naturally, the last uniform bound destroys the superlinear behavior of f^ k g ;
i.e. there is some q > 0 with q k > q for all k. However, both uniform bounds become active in the last two or three iterations before the termination. So far we do not know the optimal choice of these bounds. Without these If we compare the best run of ZM and the worst run of PDM for the same example then the number of function evaluations was also here smaller for the primal-dual modi cation. The variance with respect to the function evaluations is for the ZM signi cantly smaller. Both properties together imply that we are faster in each case with PDM but we can be much more faster with large probability. However with the original ZM we are in each case slow and the probability to be a little bit faster is small. 
Conclusions
The ZM and PDM algorithms are suitable for solving global optimization problems also in those cases when the problem functions are discontinuous. Both methods produce approximations of upper level sets with increasing level during the running of the algorithm. Thus, they are suitable for determining all local maxima within a certain small distance to the global maximum. This property is essential e.g. for the use of these methods in semi-in nite programming. The speeding up of ZM by PDM without essential loss of information makes integral methods more attractively.
Higher dimensional problems (6 dim 100) and the test cases 2.) and 3.) can be successfully solved whenever the above methods are combined with branch and bound strategies similar to interval methods (see e.g. the software BARLO 3] ).
